Key Findings

General Management

- General Management is thought to be one man all in charge, but that’s not how I see it. The reason I fit into this position well is because it is somewhat of an overseer. In general management, you watch over everyone and everything and step in when needed. This fits hand in hand with my guardian inspector personality. One of the main things watched over is the revenue and costs, which also fit together with my love for quantitative analysis and working with numbers. Being the manager, the whole business begins and ends with you, which lastly leads to my value of wanting purpose. If I don’t succeed the organization does not succeed.

Corporate Accounting

- Corporate Accounting’s role in preparing financial statements and cashflow perfectly reflects my personality for following step-by-step directions. While this is working with money and numbers, it goes together with my likeness for quantitative analysis. All this together is a job that is done in solitude, which is one of my major values.
**Top Values**

- **Simplicity** - Simplicity means what one would assume, to live simply with minimal needs. I, personally, am a big thinker. Everything that’s going on is constantly going through my mind. Often times when there is a lot going on, I’m trying to think about all of them at once which causes chaos in my mind. This is why this value is so important to me, the less going on around me, the simpler my life is at the time, the less I have running through my mind. The more basic my life, the easier it is.

- **Solitude** - Solitude simply means having time and space alone and away from all others. This is very important to me due to my nature of being a heavy thinker and more to myself at times. My mind is constantly thinking, whether it’s about the task I’m currently doing, something I just finished, or something I must do in the future. Having my time alone gives me a quiet time where I have no other worries and can just think with no interruptions. This allows me to organize my thoughts, which ultimately lets me calm down and relax.

- **Purpose** - Purpose calls for having meaning and direction. If the task does not help me inch closer to finishing a project, reaching a goal, etc., then why waste my time on it. Since I always feel like there is something I need to do, the way I look at things is why do them if there is ultimately no point. Having purpose keeps me on track to do the important things that need to get done rather than be distracted by meaningless tasks. Ultimately this helps me finish tasks that need to be done so I am able to move on to the next quickly and efficiently.
Interests Overview

- **Quantitative Analysis** - Quantitative Analysis was my biggest area of interest because of its use of numbers and math. This fits very well with me because math has always been both my favorite and easiest subject. This is because I would much rather play with numbers and get a specific, set answer rather than with words and questions in which have multiple different answers. Quantitative Analysis was my only area of interest over 50%, showing this is truly on of my top interests.

- **Application of Technology** - Application of Technology is my next decently sized area of interest with its’ wanting to learn more about technology. I am not the greatest with technology, but knowing how much the use of technology has increased in the business world has motivated me to want to learn more about technology and learn to use it more fluently and efficiently. For this reason I am thinking of the possibility of minoring in informatics in hopes to become better and to learn more about the field of technology.
My Keirsey Personality Type is being an inspector guardian. Guardians are said to be very logistical. I am a very logistical person in the way I like to follow step-by-step procedures to finish tasks. This somewhat plays hand-in-hand with my characteristic of being cautious. Being an inspector guardian, I’m very cautious in everything I do, not wanting to forget anything or mess anything up. Which also leads to my next point of having daily routines to help me keep my days in order so I can keep my life structured and simple. Lastly, to keep my life simple, I do everything I can to follow the rules and stay low profiled to avoid confrontation and doing wrong which helps me avoid stress. All of these are characteristics of the guardian temperament in which I also see heavily in myself, making me an inspector guardian temperament.
In-Depth Major- Management

Management is basically managing and running a organizations such as businesses, governments, hospitals, etc. This goes hand in hand with my value of purpose. All businesses have a purpose and ultimate goal, so if I was managing something with a purpose that would drive me even more to succeed. As for my interests, quantitative analysis also plays well into management in the place where you must run the numbers and keep everyone on top of things and keep checks on everyone. My guardian personality would be a phenomenal fit to be in management due to my cautiousness and me making sure everything gets done and to not forget anything. My overall traits would make sure my business is well structured and well performing.

What draws me to this major the most is the amount of possibilities it leaves you. Although management is one topic, almost every working organization has management. Another intriguing aspect of the management program at Indiana is the specialized training offered in one specific area. If you are sure of the area of management you wish to pursue, this could be of major help to the beginning of your career.

Career Possibilities

General Management- Inside this possibilities is a whole list of other possibilities. With general management you are have the full responsibility of things such as handling the revenue and costs and such. With my interest in quantitative analysis this would be a great fit for me.

Small Business Management- Small business management would be a good fit for me due both the responsibility for others, as said previously, but also the fact that it is small business. This would be a good fit to values of simplicity and solitude. Not being a big network would mean more individual work and a smaller scale.
In-Depth Major- Accounting

Accounting involves the financial records of businesses’ transactions, preparing statements, and operating the results of businesses. Based on the description of accounting, this fits ideally into my values, interests, and personality. Taking accounting in highschool, I learned that it is very step-by-step and procedural, which is a perfect match to my personality. The steps and accounting in general all involve numbers, and working with numbers is my top interest in the working world.

Accounting from the KSB provides a great amount of internships in business and government throughout the year. A wide variety and availability of internships is something very important to me when searching a major. Along with the internship opportunities, it prepares its student for many opportunities in the business world. It also provides a good opportunity for graduate work in many areas.

Career Possibilities

- Taxation- Taxation would be a good fit for me due to its working, organizing, and keeping track of numbers. Taxation is also a step-by-step process which fits my characteristics.

- Corporate Accounting- Corporate Accounting would be the best fit for me. In corporate accounting, I would be in charge of preparing the financial statements and the cash flow. Corporate accountants are basically in charge of all the financial aspects of a company. This would fit me well not only because it is working with money but also because I would be in charge of doing my own thing and not have others in charge, which also is a form of solitude.
In-Depth Major- Technology Management

- Technology management is like a mixture of management of organizations with a background in technology, which were my two main interests. The management aspect, as explained before fits my personality of being responsible for all’s actions and also working for a purpose. Putting this together with the use of technology is somewhat of keeping track of things on a computer, such as accounting or such. These compliment my interests in working steps and with data and numbers while also applying technology along side.

- This co-major is unique for me because it has my two main interests combined into one. It is my top interest, the management and business and numbers aspect of things along with applying technology with them. Due to this being somewhat of a combined major, the opportunities it supplies you with are endless. It provides you with insight and opportunities in anything involving technology, management, or a mixture of the two.

- Career Possibilities
  
  - Management Information Systems Director- In this job, one is somewhat of an overseer of all the others information systems in the entire organization. In this position, one is in charge of making all the decisions which I like.
  
  - Computer Programmer- Computer programmers job is to make sure the computers perform properly. The computers must follow certain steps and complete these properly which goes hand in hand with my cautious and detail oriented personality.